
 

 

 

 

 

It’s what’s underneath that matters! 
 
Introducing a new improved and revolutionary FLORCORE EXTREME OFB Enviro-Green Underlayment PANELS 

FLORCORE EXTREME OFB (ORIENTATED FIBERBOARD) ENVIRO-GREEN UNDERLAYMENT PANELS are 
specifically engineered and designed to meet the stringent specifications of an ever changing floor covering market. They 
are an addition to your structural floor combination system. They are the new and advanced generation of OFB panels 
and are totally compatible with OSB subfloor products and the best marriage. 

FLORCORE EXTREME OFB Enviro-Green Underlayment PANELS ARE fiber panels that are specifically 
produced as underlayment and as an economical panel to enhance new home construction and the renovation market.  

Engineered to Perform 
FLORCORE EXTREME OFB Enviro-Green Underlayment PANELS are manufactured with wood fibers and 
high-performance binders to produce a higher standard grade, composite wood fiber panel that is truly superior to 
standard floor underlayments.  FLORCORE’s standard panel testing has shown the panels meet or exceed plywood 
tests.  FLORCORE’s quality panels are manufactured to exacting specifications, and contain wax emulsion binders and 
resins much greater than those of typical particleboard underlayments (PBU). These moisture resistant binders combined 
with New EdgeGreen Sealed technology, prevent excess moisture from penetrating the core.  

The FLORCORE EXTREME OFB makes for a much stronger and stiffer panel than those of typical particleboard 
underlayments (PBU) and provides a new Flooring board specifically designed as wood underlayment under all floor 
coverings.  

FLORCORE EXTREME OFB Enviro-Green Underlayment PANELS have superior smooth, blemish-free faces 
and fine surface naps to provide maximum adhesion and release of floor coverings.  The solid construction combination 
of long grain and micro wood fibers is layered to a full 6.0mm" for additional strength, stiffness and stability with minimal 
linear expansion.  The panels are stiffer and denser than most underlayments, making them harder to dent and actually 
help to improve the structural floor system. They are engineered under very controlled fabrication conditions that ensure 
a solid, one-piece homogeneous panel throughout. They offer high impact-resistance, free from any surface 
characteristics that would telegraph through, or cause yellowing of the floor coverings. There are no inherent core voids, 
and no possibility of delamination of fibers. Panels are sanded to fine tolerances providing a uniform thickness, 
minimizing minor irregularities in primary floors and old floors.  These panels can be SCORED AND SNAPPED for the 
professional installers. 

No other product of its thickness can out-perform FLORCORE EXTREME OFB Enviro-Green Underlayment 
PANELS.  They are fiber panels specifically produced as underlayment and as an economical panel to enhance new 
home construction and the renovation market. 

FLORCORE EXTREME OFB Enviro-Green Underlayment PANELS are produced 1/4" 4’ x 8’ (6.0mm) 1/4' 4' x 
4'. A nailing guide is printed on every panel and installation recommendations are provided with every unit. 

FLORCORE EXTREME OFB Enviro-Green Underlayment PANELS carry a warranty that includes all materials 
and labor from the floor covering down to the underlayment. The result is a moisture resistant panel that won’t split or 
crack upon fastening, delaminate or telegraph seams due to underlayment failure with fewer heel indentations, stable 
pricing and national distribution.  
FLORCORE EXTREME OFB Enviro-Green Underlayment PANELS are marketed with an extensive array of 
merchandising tools that include warranty and installation guides, features & benefit sheets and installation checklists. 
Complete installer training courses are also provided upon request. – STATUS “ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY”  

  ““DDOONN’’TT  SSEETTTTLLEE  FFOORR  TTHHEE  OORRDDIINNAARRYY  CCHHOOOOSSEE  TTHHEE  ““FFLLOORRCCOORROORRDDIINNAARRYY””  
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